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The Gallows Hill Site #1 in Redding, Conn., a Late Archaic autumn hunting site used for 
a few hundred years, may indicate through point typology and raw materials used by 
occupants that the same site was used by two groups from two different locations.

The residential area known as Gallows Hill in Redding, Connecticut, is quiet and 

rustic. It had much more sinister beginnings: in February of 1779, Edmond Jones was 

found guilty of being a spy, and John Smith of the 1st Connecticut Regiment was found 

guilty of desertion. One was hanged, the other shot, and following, every solider of the 

three of General Putnam’s brigades was ordered to march by and have a look at the 

mangled remains. (Todd, 1906).

From that day forward, the area has been branded “Gallows Hill” (Magee, 2002). 

The Gallows Hill #1 site in Redding, Connecticut, was owned by Arrowhead 

Development Corporation in 1999 when Ernest Wiegand conducted a Stage I 

Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey on the corporation’s behalf. His work turned up 

prehistoric artifacts in three areas which would later become Gallows Hill #1, Gallows 

Hill #2, and Gallows Hill #3 (Fig. 1) In 2001, the site was acquired by the Town of 

Redding and the Nature Conservancy, and they are now the current owners. This has 

allowed Norwalk Community College AN101 students and its Archaeology Club 

members to excavate Gallows Hill #1 from 1999 – 2000 and again in 2002. 

For purposes of this analysis, we will only concentrate on Gallows Hill #1.



Research Design & Methodology  

With initial excavations it had been determined that there was a fireplace dating 

back several thousand years (Wiegand, personal communication, 2002), the evidence of 

which – fire-cracked rock – was sealed and left for future research. Charred wood from 

this feature was radiocarbon dated to sometime between 2010 B.C. and 1850 B.C. (more 

on this below). It had also been suggested that there may be a house foundation 

somewhere on the site which would more than likely date to the historic past (Wiegand, 

personal communication, 2002), and about 75 artifacts from the late 18th and 19th

centuries, such as nails, redware, saltglazed stoneware, whiteware, and glass, most of 

which were found in the top 20 cm of soil, may support the idea that there was definitely 

such a structure on the site. But these analyses are not included in this report; we are more 

interested in what happened prior. 

We focused on determining activities that may have gone on in the prehistoric era 

of the site: the site’s culture history and who or whom occupied it; activities conducted by 

the site’s occupants; diet of the site’s occupants; what time of year the site had been 

occupied; and how the site functioned within the settlement and subsistence system of the 

culture(s) that had used it.

To determine the “best” or “hottest” areas of the site to dig, several 50 x 50 cm 

test pits were dug using probabalistic systematic sampling methods (Fig. 2). 28% of the 

test pits – the majority of them the furthest west and (magnetic) north at the site – were 

sterile, and the test pits that showed the most promise were toward the “center” of the 

site. 1x1 meter units were chosen for excavation based on areas of known or suspected 

artifact concentration; measurement was done using standard tape measures. Eventually, 



this area yielded three features: Feature #1, a small, bowl-shaped pit about 25 cm in 

diameter and 15 cm deep containing charred wood and originating at a depth of 25 cm 

below the surface in units N70W115 and N71W115; Feature #2, a larger bowl-shaped pit 

containing charred wood originating at a depth of 30 cm below the surface and in unit 

N71W115; and Feature #3, a large bowl-shaped pit containing large fire-cracked rocks 

and charred wood in unit N72W115 (Fig. 2) (Wiegand, premliminary report information, 

2002). 

Shovels, trowels, brushes, and small hand-tools were used to remove matrix from 

its unit prior to being screened through 1/8” sieves. 

On occasion, soil was bagged and saved for flotation analysis, which when done 

later in the lab would also reveal clues to the site’s origin.

Site Setting & History

Gallows Hill #1 is located on a knoll above two streams and a large wetlands area 

several hundred meters east of the Saugatuck River (Fig. 3) and about 440 – 530 feet 

above mean sea level. (Weigand, 2002). 

The land now is covered by a mixed deciduous forest. (Species list could have 

been obtained through observation of leaves that fell during our time there). The presence 

of fieldstone walls throughout the property indicates that the land at one point was in use 

as farmland or pasture for grazing (Wiegand, 2002); this was during the period leading up 

to the late 1800s, when most farmland in this state was abandoned and allowed to return 

to forest: the state was, at that time, 20% woods, and today it is at approximately 60% 

(Rego, lecture notes, 2002). 



Also supporting the idea that there had been pastureland here, several small 

clusters of Meadow Hygrophorus (Hygrophorus pratensis) were growing although all 

appeared to be on the smaller end of the 1 – 3 inch in diameter radius. These mushrooms 

grow most frequently in old pastureland (pastureland that is no longer used). 

(Shuttleworth & Zim, 1967).

Down in the wetter areas (over near the stream, about 100 yards (Wiegand, 2002) 

west of the site) there were clusters of skunk cabbage and ferns.

The presence of skunk cabbage may lend itself later to attracting a populace of 

black bears. Since the abandonment of farmland in the late 1800s and the subsequent 

return of the forest, black bears have been on the rise in the state of Connecticut; one 

yearling was spotted as far south as New Milford. Although the state declares that black 

bears have not yet been spotted as far south as the location of our site, the presence of this 

animal is a possibility, as one isolated yearling had been spotted in Greenwich. (State 

Department of Environmental Protection, 1999). The return of the black bear is 

important, because it is known they were present here before the Historic Contact period, 

and their diet consists largely of grasses, forbs, fruit, nuts and berries – occasionally, 

small mammals, and black bears also have a penchant for ant colonies and skunk cabbage 

(Department of Enivronmental Protection, 1999). The presence of all these types of flora 

and fauna – if evidence can be found that they indeed existed at the time the site was 

occupied – could also possibly indicate the presence of black bears, which may have even 

been a food source for site occupants. 

Mammals observed while at work in the field included white-footed mice 

(Peromyscus leucopus), turkeys (personal observation, October 2002); and deer as 



evidenced through relatively fresh droppings (Oct. 2002). Also noted: the presence of 

grubs (personal observation) and earthworms. Citronella ants (Acanthomyops interjectus), 

of which several nests were uncovered, particularly in units N72W111 and N71W109. It 

is important to note the presence of the burrowing species – the white-footed mouse, the 

grubs, and the earthworms – because mild bioturbation could have taken place to interfere 

with results, especially in the case of the mouse, which was found tunneling through a 

suspected (but not as of yet confirmed) feature in Unit N71W110.

Stratigraphy

Site soils have been mapped as Charlton fine sandy loams, which are well-

drained. Soil profile begins at the surface with a humus layer from 0 – 5 cm, a medium 

brown fine sandy loam from 5 – 20 cm, and a yellow-brown fine sandy loam – often 

containing pebbles, cobbles and rocks – from 20 – 60 cm. below the surface. (Weigand, 

2002).

Results & Preliminary Associations

One of the most conclusive pieces of data we have is the piece of charcoal 

recovered from what we have deemed Feature #3, which was sent to Geochron 

Laboratories in Cambridge, Massachusetts for radiocarbon age determination.

The lab reported a date of 3880 + 14C years BP where present is considered 1950 

A.D. If this date is correct, this would tag the sample with a possible date between 2010 

B.C. and 1850 B.C., placing the sample – and by inference, the deposit -- at the very close 

of the Late Archaic Period and at the dawn of what is known as the Terminal Archaic 



Period (Lavin, 1984), but for purposes of this report we will set it at the Late Archaic 

(Wiegand, Class Notes, 2002). This is due to the fact that Feature 3 is the closest of the 

trio of features to the surface (Inferred, Wiegand, 2002). It may be this was the last true 

occupation of the site.

The most striking data which gives us clues to the site’s age and cultural 

affiliations are the lithic artifacts, which point to the Late Archaic period. 

Artifacts were found at all depths, from 0 to 60 cm (Fig 4, Fig 4A). What is 

interesting to note, however, is that the assemblage of the lithic artifacts – no matter 

which depth they were found at – are commonly found in association with each other, or 

are related mildly morphologically (Ritchie, 1971). All had their beginnings around the 

same time in the Archaic Period (Fig 5).

The four types of points found collectively are Wading River, Beekman Triangle, 

Sylvan Side-notched, and Squibnocket (Plate 1).

Ritchie notes Wading River point “was the principal trait of a Late Archaic 

assemblage which can be equated with the Sylvan Lake complex of eastern New York, a 

contemporaneous manifestation (2210 B.C. +140 years) with the Squibnocket complex 

on Martha’s Vineyard” (Ritchie, 1971).

Squibnocket Stemmed points were found in association with Wading River points 

in a Martha’s Vineyard excavation conducted by Ritchie. Radiocarbon dating set the 

complex at 2190 + 100 years, setting it in the late Archaic. Ritchie noted “this is probably 

a Late Archaic form wherever it occurs and it may be considered a variant of the Wading 

River point.” (Ritchie, 1971, 126).



Ritchie also classes Sylvan Side-notched points as Late Archaic: “Age ranges 

between approximately 2200 and 1500 B.C, based on radiocarbon dates for the Sylvan 

Lake shelter and for similar manifestations in New England.” (Ritchie, 1971, 129)

Ritchie associates Beekman Triangle points as being “confined to the Archaic 

stage in New York State.” This, he notes, is due to sampling he had done at the Sylvan 

Lake Rockshelter in Dutchess County, New York, which came back with radiocarbon 

dates of 2524 B.C. +300 years and 2780 + 80 years.

It is interesting to note, here, the origins of all four of these points as well (Table 

1).  

(Table 1)

Point Type Distribution
Wading River points Southern New England (Massachusettes, 

Conn., RI)
Eastern/Southern New York

Beekman Triangle points Eastern New York from Lake George to 
Metropolitan area

Squibnocket points Southern New England
Southeastern/Southern New York

Sylvan Side-notched Eastern New York 
some in Connecticut Collections

(Ritchie, 1971).

Beekman Triangle points are found mostly in Eastern New York, according to 

Ritchie, and even though he notes that the limits of its distribution to the east, north, or 

south of the Hudson Valley are not known, he still confines the type to the Archaic stage 

in New York State. (Ritchie, 1971, 121).

This does not mean, however, that just because a certain point type is largely 

found in one area it definitively came from that area; if groups were contacting each 



other, or traveling, or trading, the artifacts could have traveled, traded, or been dropped in 

our site area. 

The debitage found at the site was largely quartz, though there was some chert and 

some (a small amount) of yellow jasper. 

In Unit N72W111, all of the quartz pulled out which was analyzed came from the 

0-40 level (Fig 6). The graph for this unit (Fig 6A) overwhelmingly supports the idea that 

Callahan (Fig 7) Stages III and IV were being carried out here: 55% is small fine debitage 

between 0  - 1 cm, and 17% is small fine debitage between 1 – 2 cm.  This would 

dramatically support principally Stage IV activity, but 9% tallies in Blocks & Small 

Shatter and small flakes would mark an earlier stage in the process was also going on 

(hence, Stage III.) (Petersen, 2002). In short, it is possible that this, what may be 

considered the “second occupation” of the site, suggests those inhabitants at the site were 

thinning and shaping quartz tools.

It is not surprising that quartz comprises the bulk of manufacturing debris: quartz 

is available in southwestern Connecticut area both as bedrock and as glacially-rounded 

and transported pebbles and cobbles. The fact that we did not find a lot of Stage I debris, 

however, may indicate that the quartz did not originate at the Gallows Hill site; that the 

knapper had begun the tool in another location and continued work in Stage II or Stage IV 

(Callahan, Fig 7). (This also lends credence to the fact this “second” user group was from 

another area). The only drawback in making this assumption is that we ARE looking at a 

lack of Stage I material: there is a possibility that Stage I debris, if made from local 

bedrock, may consist primarily of blocks and not decortication, the basis on which Stage 

I, according to Callahan, is judged.



Much of the debitage in the 0 – 40 cm level is quartz, but this is also the level at 

which the yellow jasper flakes were found. This remains consistent with the idea that 

perhaps the second group had come from farther away: the yellow jasper -- bedrock 

sources of yellow jasper are known from eastern Pennsylvania and possibly the upper 

Hudson River region (Wiegand, 2002) which does not include the area in which we are 

excavating. This could also lend credence that this group of people were not immediately 

from this area.   

As far as the 30 – 60 cm level of the site, debitage analysis information was not 

available, but the fact that there is very little in the way of “exotic” raw material – even 

though some of it could have been naturally deposited by glaciers – suggests the first 

group was, indeed, more indigenous to our area. It is interesting to note, however, that 

Wading River points – of which at this level there were only 2 found -- are made from 

quartz pebbles, evidently by percussion chipping, (Ritchie, 1971) and that this site is not 

only rich in quartz but also is abundant with glacially-transported materials, especially in 

the 30 – 60 cm level at which the yellow loam is mostly contained which indicates glacial 

activity (Wiegand, 2002). 

Three features – all very near each other – were found at the site: Feature #1, a 

small, bowl-shaped pit about 25 cm in diameter and 15 cm deep, containing charred wood 

originating at a depth 25 cm below the surface in units N70W115 and N71W115 (Fig 2). 

Feature #2 is a larger bowl-shaped pit about about 30 cm long x 20 cm wide and 20 cm 

deep and sits at a depth of 30 cm below the surface, containing charred wood, in Unit 

N71W115. (Fig 2). Feature #3 is a large bowl-shaped pit containing large fire-cracked 

rocks and charred wood. It is located in the west half of unit N72W115. This is the 



feature for which we have obtained a carbon date of approximately 3800 years BP, and if 

this is correct, then we can assume this is terminus ante quem since it is at the layer of 

soil closest to the surface and hence, on which we can estimate the age of the other levels 

in the site.

In Unit N71110, several pieces of charcoal and also some charring of roots was 

discovered, but conclusively we have not proven whether or not this was a feature, part of 

a feature, or simply a root fire. This is also where a small white-footed mouse appeared to 

be burrowing (Fig. 2).

Flotation Analysis yielded countless small fragments of charred hickory nut shell, 

Carya sp. (Wiegand, 2002). Although identifying the genus of the hickory would be 

difficult to determine without further examination, of three hickory species common in 

the Northeast, one, the Mockernut (Carya tomentosa), has a nut that’s a thick husk and 

little or no meat inside, so it is unlikely it would be chosen as subsistence, and still 

another, the Bitternut, also called Swamp Hickory (Carya cordiformis) because it prefers 

wetlands and wet soil (even though our excavation area is above wetlands the soil is very 

well-drained), is noted as having a small, thin-shelled, pointed husk which houses very 

bitter meat so that animals – and people – leave it alone (Zim & Martin, 1952). By 

process of elimination that leaves Shagbark Hickory (Carya ovata), the nuts of which 

have thick husks, but thin shells and sweet, edible meat. These are the nuts that today can 

be found in supermarkets (Zim & Martin, 1952). In addition, the Shagbark Hickory 

produces buds in the spring, and the nuts mature in September and October (Virginia 

Tech, Dept. of Dendrology, 2002) – so this would have been a food source available in 

the fall.



Calcined bone – although a minute amount – was also recovered at the site. Due 

to its condition, in which the bone has been cooked to the point where the bone has 

broken down chemically into pure calcium, we can infer that it was exposed to high heat 

(cooked). In addition, these pieces of bone were found near the hearths (near features 1, 2, 

and 3), or just far enough away from them to indicate subsistence activity such as eating 

nearby (Fig. 8). One specimen of bone, which had enough curve in it we think it may be 

from a medium to large-sized animal such as a deer (Wiegand, 2002), and we know in 

addition that deer was part of the subsistence patterns of Late Archaic settlements (Lavin 

1984), was found in one of the shovel test-pits a good distance from any of the features. 

Further excavation would be needed to produce more such data, but given that the soil in 

New England does not preserve bones well due to its acidity (unless, as in a shell midden, 

there is an enormous amount of calcium carbonate present), it may not be a “sure thing.”

Analysis

There may have been two occupations at this site before the historic period. This 

was based on the soil strata type and the commonality of artifacts.

This site was in use during the Late Archaic and possibly the early Terminal 

Archaic period, but more than likely after that was not in use again until the 18th and 19th

centuries, at which time, earlier artifacts were churned up by that occupation’s use of the 

site.  These determinations were made on the basis of distributions of lithic artifacts and 

what is known of their temporal frameworks according to Ritchie and the carbon date 

attained for Feature #3, which was closest to the surface and therefore establishes an 

“ante” date. 



In Archaic times, the site was used as an autumn seasonal hunting camp. This was 

based on the recovery of burnt hickory nut husks. Also, food was cooked here, and 

probably consumed on site, as is evidenced by the calcined bone and the burnt husks of 

hickory nuts.

There was a question that the site may have leaned toward Terminal Archaic, but 

this notion was deemed as mildly probable only because most Terminal Archaic sites that 

have been found are on or near navigable waterways, and there is nothing to suggest, 

despite the wetlands, that there were navigable waterways at this site (Wiegand, Class 

Notes, 2002). In addition, many Late Archaic settlements were seasonal camps, both 

short-term and hunting, although in this time period we believe they may have been 

leaning toward more permanent homes that had two or three seasons of occupation, there 

was nothing found to indicate – such as food item remains from other seasons like spring 

and summer – that this occupation took place at any other time of year other than fall. 

(Wiegand, Class Notes, 2002). 

This is not to say that the site may have been occupied during the Woodland 

period, but as of this writing, no pottery sherds or other temporal-establishing artifacts for 

the Woodland Period have been found to support that idea.

The site may have been used by two different groups of people – one more 

indigenous to southwestern Connecticut; the other from farther west, possibly near the 

Hudson. This was deemed feasible because of the presence of chert and yellow jasper, 

which may be considered “exotic” for the area, in one provenience level of soil and not 

the other. Though there was one “exotic” artifact at the top level of the lowest strata, it is 

close enough in centimeters to the top to indicate that it may have been in this lower level 



due to natural disturbances. Although the one item, like the yellow jasper, could indicate 

trading, no other “exotic” lithics besides chert, which comes from the same area as jasper, 

were found. 

The second group, the one from farther west, probably enjoyed a longer repeated 

use of the site. This was determined based on the quantity of artifacts found in each level. 

There was one other possibility: that it was simply one group of people who came 

from farther west, as in the Hudson Valley, and simply brought very few tools with them 

to make them all on site, making strong use of the locally available and plentiful quartz. 

Debitage distributions, however, refute that theory, since there is more Stage IV activity 

happening at the site than there is Stage I (see debitage discussion).

Hunting went on at the site – endscrapers and drills are also tools used to make 

other tools, suggesting the second group came from a farther distance, because they had 

more tools with them. 

The first occupational group to “settle” at this site has been assigned to the 30 –

60 cm level. They produced all of their lithics from quartz: 2 Wading River points, 2 

Squibnocket Stemmed, 1 Beekman Triangle, 4 Stage 1 bifaces, 4 Stage 2 bifaces, 1 Stage 

4 biface, 2 utilized flakes, and a quartz drill bit tip. (Fig 4). Quartz is indigenous to 

Connecticut (Wiegand, 2002), and though it is unclear the exact source for the quartz 

(this could be determined upon examination by an expert in quartz), we can perhaps 

assume that this group did not have trade contact or did not travel from another place 

based just on the evidence. There is one grey chert Stage 4 biface that is the anomaly in 

this group, and that is discussed later, although it could also indicate (since chert is not 



native to this area and is indigenous to the Hudson Valley) that a group of people west of 

here were “sharing” it with those that were more closely indigenous.

This first group may have constructed Feature 2, a bowl-shaped pit containing 

charred wood in unit N71W115 and originating at a depth of 30 cm below the surface. 

Charred hickory nut shell fragments have been found in and adjacent to this feature, so it 

is likely that this group gathered hickory nuts for subsistence and that this was used most 

likely in autumn (Lavin, 1984).

The latest occupation before the historic period occurred at the level between 10 

cm and 30 cm, which begins as fine sandy loam and gives way to yellow-brown fine 

sandy loam. At this level was the greatest number of Wading River Points – 8 – and 2 

Beekman Triangle Points. These points have all been found in general association in the 

past (Ritchie, 1971). In addition, the number of quartz Stage 1 bifaces found at this level 

– and, in general, the number of Stage 1 and Stage 2 bifaces found at this level – suggests 

manufacturing activities went on here as well, manufacturing activities in the earlier 

stages of manufacture.

Interestingly enough, this 10 – 30 cm level, particularly in unit N70W115, 

contained an enormous amount of quartz debitage – approximately 458 pieces (Fig 9). 

the largest percentage of which indicates Stage IV activity as the debris is miscellaneous 

debitage between 0 and 1 cm in length (Petersen, 2002). So this group was also, perhaps, 

finishing tools or sharpening them to use again, which also indicates hunting activity.

A yellow jasper steepedge scraper was found at this level of soil, also. Although 

there were several pieces of yellow jasper flakes found (Fig 10), it is known that bedrock 

sources of yellow jasper are known from eastern Pennsylvania and possibly the upper 



Hudson River region (Wiegand, 2002) which does not include the area in which we are 

excavating. This suggests that the steepedge scraper was brought to the site from 

elsewhere, but more than likely, that the steepedge scraper was also being worked on at 

this site. Possibly, it may have come to this site unfinished, and the knapper was 

completing it here: the scraper was found in Unit N72W110 at a depth of 25 cm. The 

flake size of the debitage was not available, but on examination, the finer it is, the later in 

stages of use it may have been. On the other hand, the scraper itself shows a unifacial 

wear pattern of small step and scalar flake scars, which is consistent with use on a hard 

material such as wood, bone or antler (Wiegand, 2002), hence, small pieces may have 

broken off the piece during use.

As far as the 0-10 cm level is concerned, there are, possibly, three options: there 

was a separate, possibly much later occupation, which was very brief; these artifacts were 

naturally disturbed and “brought up” from their lower levels of rest; or, historic contact 

period residency stirred up the lower levels and brought earlier material to the surface.

Initially, I had thought that perhaps many of the artifacts found closer to the 

surface was the result of mild bioturbation or other natural displacement, as well as some 

cultural transformation due to the fact that we know during the historic contact period 

areas alongside this road were in use during the Revolutionary War (Todd, 1906). 

However, the four major artifacts found: A quartz Wading River point, a quartz Sylvan 

Side-notched point, quartz projectile point tips, and a grinding stone, with the minimal 

presence of “knapping” flakes (only two utilized flakes were found, and one was made of 

black chert, which is not found as bedrock in our area but are in bedrock formations in the 

middle Hudson River valley and at further locations (Wiegand, 2002), suggested that 



some brief activity did go on at the site. If this is the case, I do not think, however, that it 

was an occupation, but rather a brief place to “stop.” 

Alternatively, the fact that approximately 60 out of the 75 historic artifacts of the 

late 18th and 19th centuries found at the site appeared in the first 20 cm supports this; it 

could even be that historic contact occupation stirred up archaic artifacts that landed 

closer to the surface.

Conclusions 

In summation: a group of people probably indigenous to the area established a 

seasonal hunting camp for the autumn months at Gallows Hill #1, complete with a firepit 

(Feature #2, at 30 cm), perhaps using it for hundreds of years. This group hunted large 

and small mammals, cooked and possibly dined on at the site, ate hickory nuts, and made 

tools from quartz. Debitage counts from the 30 to 60 cm layer were not available for 

examination to determine what stages of manufacturing were being concentrated on over 

time at this site. The site may have been abandoned or fallen out of use by this group, and 

perhaps later, another group, more than likely from farther west of the site, located the 

same spot and more than likely also set up camp. This group also hunted small mammals 

(proveniences of calcined bone would need to be studied to determine this for certain), 

possibly also larger mammals like deer, and also ate hickory nuts, for this, too, was a 

seasonal hunting camp used in autumn. Debitage quality and analysis at this soil level 

suggests that perhaps this group of people were touching up tools they already had 

brought with them and were making very few new ones on-site, but this can not be clearly 

determined without an attempt at determining which deposits quartz may have come from 



since it is very common in this area. The evidence in terms of the placement and 

provenience of the firepits may suggest that the prior firepit of the group who had come 

before them may still have been visible, but not usable, so it is possible this next group 

built a firepit (Feature #1, at 25 cm) right near it and used the site for their own. 

This second group, I believe, may have used the site for a longer period of time, 

year after year, than did the first one: the total number of lithic artifacts found in the 10 –

30 cm layer is 59 as opposed to a scant 18 in the 30 to 60 cm layer. More debris may 

suggest the site was used longer, or used by a larger group of people.
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